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Introduction
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Wollongong Harbour has played a significant, historical
role in the shaping of Wollongong City.
Across the course of more than 140 years of settlement
and before, the harbour has grown and evolved through
many phases in response to the changing face and
challenges of the city.
Now, the opportunity to develop a new master plan
presents an exciting new chapter in the history of the
harbour. Planning and design firm Place Design Group
was commissioned by the NSW Government to prepare
this background report to inform the development of the
Wollongong Harbour Master Plan.
The report provides a comprehensive summary of
critical project considerations inclusive of background
information, community consultation, consultant reports
and project-specific research that will inevitably impact
the resulting design responses and options generated for
inclusion in the final master plan.
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1.1 Purpose

1.2 Master plans

The Wollongong Harbour
Master Plan and Land Use
Guide project has been
commissioned by the New
South Wales Department
of Industry. Although
the commission is being
conducted with the assistance
of Wollongong City Council,
this is not a council initiative.

Master planning has been part
of the planner’s tool kit for
many years.

It is also important to recognise that the
harbour does not sit in isolation from the
city and the various activity nodes that
sit around the site. The harbour is very
much part of the city and whilst the master
plan scope deals with the zoned harbour
area only, there will be implications and
linkages to adjoining areas that need
to be understood and explored as part
of this process. Therefore, it is vital that
Wollongong City Council remains a strong
participant in the process.

Used by governments at all levels, as
well as private developers, master plans
shape the strategic direction of particular
locations and plan for the most costeffective provision of infrastructure.
They provide a way of ordering existing
urban areas to ensure urban communities
relate well to their location, circumstances
and context. A master plan typically will
deal with one well-defined area such as
a neighbourhood, town centre, or in this
case, a harbour.
Master plans are intended to create a
shared vision for an area—produced in
conjunction with the local community and
stakeholders. They assist in shaping the
scale and nature of parts of the urban area
by considering things such as land use,
built form, public realm elements, access
and movement, character, open space and
infrastructure such as water, roads and
sewerage.

AREA IS A CAMP SITE
for local Indigenous
communities.
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1.3 Wollongong
Harbour Master Plan

PRE-1788

They consider the nature of growth in an
area, its patterns of movement and activity,
and its economic development, and
seek to shape that growth in a way that
provides for the long-term sustainability of
those urban environments.
Master plans tend not to be statutory
documents. They do not guarantee that
development is delivered. That is the job of
other agencies and organisations as well as
the private sector, all of whom have input
into the process. The plan merely provides
a template for how the elements should
fit together to create a unique, sustainable
place that will thrive into the future.
Master plans provide a mechanism to
capture integrated outcomes in a coherent
plan, which can be used as a touchstone
for a range of stakeholders both in the
public and private sector.
The Wollongong Harbour Master Plan will
include a range of statutory and nonstatutory actions that will be outlined in
the master plan. The plan will be produced
as part of this development process. It will
inform the drafting of the planning policy
and instruments for the Wollongong City
Council Planning Scheme, although not
all outcomes can be delivered through a
planning scheme.

FIRST FLEET
settles at Port Jackson.

1788

The purpose of the
Wollongong Harbour Master
Plan is to identify land use
opportunities consistent with:
•
•
•

heritage significance
reservation for port
facilities and services
the objectives of the
harbour’s zoning (IN4—
Working Waterfront)

Through its regional ports strategy, the
NSW Department of Industry has identified
Wollongong Harbour as a location where
asset renewal in concert with targeted
development can invigorate use of the
harbour to benefit the population, visitors
and the regional economy.
Whilst not a council initiative, Wollongong
City Council is a key stakeholder and has
been assisting the project via participation
on the project steering committee.
The Wollongong Harbour Master Plan
project is intended to facilitate investor
confidence and provide a framework for
maintaining access to, and sustainable use
of, natural resources.

CAMPING & HUNTING IN
THE AREA
with ships docking and
unloading.

1820s

NSW DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY

1.4 Background

1.5 History

Wollongong Harbour is
historically important due
to the long track record
of commercial maritime
industrial activity that marked
its inception, and that still
continues today.

The history of the harbour
reflects the history of the social
and economic development of
Wollongong and the broader
region.

The ‘working harbour’ reflected in its land
use zoning is highly valued locally. Situated
in the heart of the major population centre
of Wollongong, the harbour is popular for
active and passive recreational activities
and events.
However, recently concern has been
expressed about the future and
sustainability of the facility, given the
location of the larger Port Kembla to the
south, the relatively small commercial
fishing presence, the lack of fuel and other
facilities, the relatively shallow depth of the
harbour and the run-down nature of the
harbour in general.

CEDAR GETTERS
export timber
from Wollongong.

1826

The harbour is a working harbour and, in
this regard, it has changed and adapted
over time to changing economic conditions
in line with community expectations and
the demands of local industry.
The harbour in its entirety is heritage listed.
This is a reflection not of the individual
elements within the harbour, but the role
of the harbour as a whole in the economic
and social development of the city of
Wollongong. From the stone walls of the
Belmore Basin, the remnants of the coal
staithes that adjoin the basin, to the more
recent slipway, there is no disputing that
this was and is a working harbour.
This background document will not delve
into the detail of the history of the site.
For those interested, there are a range of
other documents that provide such detail
including the Conservation Management
Strategy for the Wollongong Harbour
Foreshore Area prepared for the Land and
Property Management Authority (LPMA) of
NSW (November 2010).
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However, the timeline at the bottom of
the page (and continuing throughout this
report) highlights key points in the physical
and economic evolution of the harbour.
It should be noted that the State Heritage
Listing for the Wollongong Harbour
Precinct (WHP) extends beyond the
boundaries of the foreshore area, as
indicated later in this document. The WHP
includes lands managed by council and
lands managed by the LPMA. This report
covers the lands managed by the LPMA
and includes:
•

the northern breakwater but not north
to the Continental Baths

•

west of Brighton Beach up to, but not
including, Cliff Road

•

Belmore Basin, the fishermen’s co-op
building and surrounding land areas
as far as, but not including, Endeavour
Drive

•

the central pier of Wollongong
Harbour and the southern breakwater
as well as areas north of the main
access road into the harbour from
Endeavour Drive (to the central pier)

•

rock platform areas generally north
and north-east from Flagstaff Hill
Lighthouse and excluding any
parklands or road areas on the top of
Flagstaff Hill.

CUNNINGHAM’S COTTAGE
built south of Brown’s
salt pan.

c1829–30

FIRST SEQUENCE
of flagstaffs in various
locations on headland.

By 1832
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2.0

Study area
and context
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2.1 Regional context

2.2 Locational context

Wollongong City is located
in the Illawarra region of
New South Wales, about 80
kilometres south of Sydney.
The region has significant
environmental and scenic
beauty. Home to a number of
National Parks, there are an
estimated 1,800 native plant
species, including over 60
threatened plant species and
over 100 threatened animal
species.

The city, like the broader
region, is defined by its
relationship to the landscape
and its natural elements—the
escarpment to the west and
the sea to the east. This gives
Wollongong City a truly unique
setting. The city’s population is
currently over 200,000 people,
forecast to grow to over
250,000 by 2036.

Population growth for the region results
from a number factors including the
sustained migration of young families and
retirees looking to take advantage of the
lifestyles on offer. Growth will be moderate
in most age groups, except in the 65-andover group, which will see higher growth,
particularly in Kiama and Shoalhaven.
Urban development in the region is
typically defined by the landscape and
topography of the region, with a string of
suburban communities and coastal towns
focused on the transport corridors in the
north.

The city centre is set back from the
foreshore. Physical links between the two
are not strong or obvious. A city core of
retail and administrative functions and a
string of suburbs and settlements take
advantage of the coastal location and
create a series of activity nodes.

Environmental corridors link many
significant habitat areas, with corridors
extending from the Woronora Plateau in
the north, along the eastern escarpment
and south along the coastal forests—
interconnecting at intervals with other
high-value areas, such as Jervis Bay.

The harbour is located immediately
north-east of the city centre adjoining
the prominent landmark of Flagstaff Hill.
The subject site is the land defined by the
Working Waterfront zoning. However, this
only represents a small part of a larger
picture of how the harbour relates to
the spaces around it. The analysis in this
document explores the context of the
harbour, its connections and linkages, and
how they impact on the harbour and its
future.

By 2036, the population of the Illawarra/
Shoalhaven region is forecast to grow to
463,150—an increase of 60,400 from 2016.
The combined urban area of Wollongong
and Shellharbour represents one of the top
10 largest urban areas in Australia.

SOPHIA JANE
is first steamship to visit
Wollongong,

c1834

CONVICT BUILT HARBOUR
& breakwater built.

1837–44

BLASTING AT THE BASIN.

1842–43

BARNEY’S PROGRESS REPORT
accompanied by harbour plan.

1843

HARBOUR COMPLETED
with harbour light on pier head.

1844
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2.3 Uses and activities
The current harbour is used
by a range of commercial,
community and recreation
groups. A number of
commercial fishing boats
use the facility, as do a range
of charter operators, as the
facility is one of only a few
protected harbours along this
stretch of coastline.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Until recently the harbour had a slipway
and fuelling facilities. Both are no longer
operational, however alternatives are
available at other locations.
The area is a popular recreation spot for
fishing and non-motorised craft such as
kayaks, paddleboards and sailing boats.
Charter boat facilities use the Belmore
Basin as a base, though there are very
few facilities for tourists presently at that
harbour.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

TIMBER JETTY
CONSTRUCTED
and second slip constructed.
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1856

3 COAL STAITHES
bridging roadway with
associated winches.

Moorings for yachts
Belmore Basin
Disused slipway
Restaurants overlooking
the harbour
Residential development
overlooking the harbour
Fishing and charter boats in
Belmore Basin
Recreational users of the
harbour
Brighton Beach

WORKS BEGIN
on the construction of
Belmore Basin.

‘BATHING MACHINES’
advertised for use on
Brighton Beach.

1857

1861

COMPLETION
of Belmore Basin,
Earl Belmore visits to open.

1868

NSW DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY

BREAKWATER LIGHTHOUSE
designed by Moriarty.

1870–71
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STEAM CRANES IN USE
& derrick crane on
end of old pier.

92,547 TONNES
of coal is shipped.

1878

c1880
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Background
documents
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3.1 Regulatory documents
This section highlights
the regulatory documents
applicable to the further
development of the
harbour site.
3.1.1 Wollongong Local
Environmental Plan 2009
The principal regulatory document is the
Wollongong Local Environmental Plan
2009 created under the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
The particular aims of this plan are to:
• provide a framework for land use
management
• encourage economic and business
development to increase employment
opportunities
• encourage a range of housing choices
consistent with the capacity of the land
• improve the amenity of the area and the
quality of life and social well-being of
residents, business operators, workers
and visitors
• conserve and enhance remnant
terrestrial, aquatic and riparian habitats,
native vegetation and fauna species
• conserve and enhance heritage

T JETTY
CONSTRUCTED
by Moriarty design.

1880–81

• ensure that development is consistent
with the constraints of the land and
can be appropriately serviced by
infrastructure
• ensure that significant landscapes
are conserved, including the Illawarra
Escarpment, Lake Illawarra, the drinking
water catchment and the coastline.
The plan sets out the zoning for land
covered by the plan which includes the
Wollongong Harbour.
Zone IN4 Working Waterfront
The Harbour is zoned IN4 Working
Waterfront as shown in Figure A. Zoning
plan. The objectives of the zone are to:
• retain and encourage waterfront
industrial and maritime activities
• identify sites for maritime purposes
and for activities that require direct
waterfront access
• ensure that development does not have
an adverse impact on the environmental
and visual qualities of the foreshore
• encourage employment opportunities
• minimise any adverse effect of
development on land uses in other zones
• encourage development that is
compatible with the characteristics of
Wollongong Harbour and Belmore Basin.

The following development is permitted,
subject to consent:
• boat launching ramps
• boat repair facilities
• charter and tourism boating facilities
• food and drink premises
• information and education facilities
• jetties
• kiosks
• light industries
• marinas
• markets.
The Belmore Basin and part of the
adjoining waterway area is zoned W3.

The objectives of the W3 Working
Waterways zone are to:
• enable the efficient movement and
operation of commercial shipping, waterbased transport and maritime industries
• promote the equitable use of waterways,
including appropriate recreational uses.
• minimise the impacts on ecological
values arising from the active use of
waterways
• provide for sustainable fishing industries.
The following development is permitted,
subject to consent:
• aquaculture
• boat repair facilities
• boat sheds
• charter and tourism boating facilities
• environmental facilities
• environmental protection works
• marinas
• moorings
• port facilities
• water recreation structures.
The remainder of the harbour waterway is
zoned W2 Recreational Waterways.

BRIGHTON LAWN
IMPROVEMENTS MADE

by 1885

Zone W3 Working Waterways

167,653 TONNES
of coal shipped.

1885

FLAGSTAFF HILL
gun emplacement constructed.

c1889
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Zone W2 Recreational Waterways

Zone RE1 Public Recreation

3.1.2 Heritage

The objectives of the W2 Recreational
Waterways zone is to:

The objective of the RE1 Public Recreation
zone is to:

• protect the ecological, scenic and
recreation values of recreational
waterways
• allow for water-based recreation and
related uses
• provide for sustainable fishing industries
and recreational fishing
• provide for the sustainable and viable
economic use of Lake Illawarra and other
waterways.

• enable land to be used for public open
space or recreational purposes
• provide a range of recreational settings
and activities and compatible land uses
• protect and enhance the natural
environment for recreational purposes
• cater for the development of a wide
range of uses and facilities within open
spaces for the benefit of the community.

As noted on the New South Wales
Government’s website, ‘NSW heritage
consists of places and objects that
contribute to the community’s sense of
identity, and which have been identified
for protection and interpretation for future
generations’. The main piece of legislation
for managing and protecting heritage is
the Heritage Act 1977. The objectives of
the Act are to:

The following development is permitted,
subject to consent:
• boat sheds
• charter and tourism boating facilities
• environmental facilities
• kiosks
• marinas
• moorings
• natural water-based aquaculture
• passenger transport facilities
• recreation areas
• restaurants
• take away food and drink premises
• water recreation structures.
The balance of the land around the
harbour is zoned RE1 Public Recreation.

WOLLONGONG
HARBOUR TRUST
is established.

10

by 1889

The following development is permitted,
subject to consent:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

boat sheds
caravan parks
child care centres
community facilities
environmental facilities
helipads
information and education facilities
kiosks
markets
recreation areas
recreation facilities
restaurants
take away food and drink premises.

• promote an understanding of the state’s
heritage
• encourage the conservation of the
state’s heritage
• provide for the identification and
registration of items of state heritage
significance
• provide for the interim protection of
items of state heritage significance
• encourage the adaptive reuse of items of
state heritage significance
• constitute the Heritage Council of New
South Wales and confer on it functions
relating to the state’s heritage
• assist owners with the conservation of
items of state heritage significance.
The entire harbour precinct is contained
on the NSW Heritage Register as shown
in Figure B Heritage Register. Part of the
extensive citation for the harbour notes
the following:

WOLLONGONG HARBOUR
TRUST (WHT) EASTERN
BREAKWATER
extension is constructed.

1891–95

‘Wollongong Harbour Precinct is of
State significance because it displays the
infrastructure on which the first southern
port outside Sydney was founded and
developed at Wollongong. It also provides
evidence of the measures taken to defend
that important southern outpost of the
colony.
The Precinct includes fabric deriving from
each stage of its development from the
substantially intact 19th century convictbuilt harbour together with modifications
made as it developed from a commercial
harbour to its present function as a fishing
and tourist port.
The harbour was the first port in the
Illawarra and is the oldest and most intact
extant block walled harbour in NSW. It
comprises the Belmore Basin (the block
walled harbour); the 1869 rubble mound
breakwater; mooring rings, other related
appurtenances and remnants of facilities
left as the harbour developed.
The Blue Mile refers the part of the coast
stretching from Stuart Park in the north
to Wollongong Golf Club in the south. It
boasts spectacular views, beaches, parks,
shared pathways and outdoor cafes and
entertainment spaces, and is a popular
destination for locals and tourists.’

PORT KEMBLA
is developed as a deep water
port.

1895

NSW DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY

Figure A. Zoning Plan

BRIGHTON LAWN
Reserve granted for public
recreation.

1906

| WOLLONGONG HARBOUR MASTER PLAN BACKGROUND REPORT

Figure B. Heritage Register listing

CONTROL OF PORT
TAKEN OVER
by Department
of Public Works.

BOLLARDS & NEW FENDERS
added to the Belmore Basin.

1909

1916
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3.2 Background documents
3.2.1 The Blue Mile Master Plan
Vision (Wollongong City Council
2007)

Objectives

Produced by Wollongong City Council,
in consultation with local residents, the
Blue Mile Master Plan Vision is a longterm project that encompasses a range of
foreshore improvements to enhance public
space, increase use and visitation, and
support the revitalisation and development
of the city centre.

• establish high-quality open space
• improve pedestrian/cycle access to and
along the foreshore
• provide high-quality facilities of
distinctive local design that respond
to and enhance the unique natural
environment
• provide a range of facilities for families,
visitors and local residents
• ensure design proposals maximise the
safety of visitors
• improve vehicular access and parking
opportunities
• integrate public art into design
proposals.
The master plan breaks the Blue Mile into
seven distinct precincts. Precinct Four
relates to Wollongong Harbour. The Blue
Mile Vision acknowledges the historical
significance of the Harbour and the
important role it plays in terms of tourism
and recreation for the city.

The Blue Mile refers to the part of the coast
stretching from Stuart Park in the north
to Wollongong Golf Club in the south. It
boasts spectacular views, beaches, parks,
shared pathways and outdoor cafés and
entertainment spaces, and is a popular
destination for locals and tourists.

The vision and principal objectives
articulated in the master plan are to:

The Blue Mile Vision also acknowledges
that further detailed work is required to
rejuvenate this facility and provides a list
of proposed works including:
• provision of a connected series of
promenades and viewing platforms
• historically interpretive signage and
artwork
• major upgrades to pedestrian and cycle
circulation to and through the precinct
• upgrades to the playground as an
expression of local history or local/
maritime theme
• improvement of traffic facilities to
encourage slower vehicle movements
and safer pedestrian routes
• a new sea wall adjacent to Brighton
Lawn Reserve providing better beach
access and more seating
• possible expansion of commercial
opportunities to provide for further
dining, café, recreation and leisure
options
• protection of existing midden sites and
provision of interpretative material.

169,215 TONNES
OF COAL SHIPPED.

12

1922

ONLY 79,571 TONNES
OF COAL SHIPPED.

1923

‘The Blue Mile will
become a high-quality,
popular and beautiful
open space area that
links the city centre
to its magnificent
foreshore, and provides
a substantially enhanced
amenity for residents
and visitors.’
- The Blue Mile Vision Master Plan
(Wollongong City Council, 2007)

WALKWAY FOR END OF T
JETTY DEMOLISHED.

c1926
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Figure C. Harbour precinct plan from Blue Mile Master Plan Vision (for illustrative purposes).
Source: Wollongong City Council

BUILDING WORKS
commenced at Port Kembla.

1927

ONLY 22,045 TONNES OF
COAL SHIPPED.

1928

CONTINENTAL BATHS
OPENED.
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3.2.2 Conservation Management Strategy—Wollongong Harbour Foreshore Area

NSW Land and Property Management Authority, November 2010

This conservation management
strategy (CMS) was prepared
for the Land and Property
Management Authority (LPMA)
of NSW to guide the future
conservation and ongoing use
of the Wollongong Harbour
Foreshore Area (WHFA),
which is the part of the larger
Wollongong Harbour Precinct
(WHP) listed on the State
Heritage Register.
As a result of this strategy, guidelines
for limited development of Wollongong
Harbour will be issued. It is intended that
this CMS will assist in deciding the extent
and form of development that would
be appropriate in light of the heritage
significance of the harbour.
The CMS analyses the history, and surviving
physical fabric and landscape elements of
the WHFA. Maps have been produced that
locate specific items on the site as well as
a detailed time line providing a detailed
chronology of the development of the
harbour.
The WHFA was recently added to the NSW
State Heritage Register as part of the wider
Wollongong Harbour Precinct. The site
has been identified as a significant convict

NEW LIGHTHOUSE
constructed at Flagstaff Hill.
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1937

site, aspects of which may have heritage
values at a national or international level.
Recommendations for the assessment and
management of these values are provided
in the strategy.
This assessment of the place’s cultural
significance has been used as the basis
for developing conservation policies. The
opportunities and constraints associated
with the management and use of the site
are followed by specific conservation
policies. The policies aim to protect these
significant elements of the site’s fabric
by doing as much as is necessary to
prevent further deterioration, with as little
intervention into the significant fabric as
possible. Implementation, management,
maintenance and interpretation policies
and guidelines are also included to guide
future works.
The conservation policies outlined in this
CMS balance a vision for the future use
of the place as a working harbour and
a recreational precinct. The continued
ongoing use of the area by the maritime
industry and for recreation by visitors
and local people is one of the longterm conservation aims. There are also
opportunities for interpretation and links to
other sites in the Illawarra area with tourist
and educational activities.

The CMS analyses the history, and surviving
physical fabric and landscape elements of the
WHFA. Maps have been produced that locate
specific items on the site.
Maps, photographs and diagrams inform the
historical and physical description of the site
throughout the major periods of development.
The CMS aims to be a practical document to
guide decisions that may affect the heritage
value of the place. It will form one of the bases
for future planning and provide a standard
against which to assess the heritage impact
of proposed developments. The CMS could
form the basis for any future conservation
management plan (CMP) that is developed for
the site.
The objectives for the CMS are to:
• collate the significant amount of existing
research on the WHFA particularly that
related to the listing on the State Heritage
Register
• assess the significance of individual elements
within the WHFA
• outline the constraints and opportunities
that arise from the significance, particularly
in terms of ongoing uses and the need for
sympathetic development and adaptive
reuse of the WHFA
• outline the constraints and opportunities
that arise as a result of the physical
condition of individual elements in the
WHFA

• prepare a succinct statement of conservation
policy that interprets the layers of history
that are part of the significance of the site
and develop an outline of an interpretation
plan for the site
• develop an implementation strategy
that provides guidance on how limited,
sympathetic development and adaptive
reuse can be implemented while minimising
impact on heritage significance
• recommend an asset management policy in
relation to future decisions on conservation
and a maintenance strategy including
guidance on identifying the priorities for
future maintenance.
The conservation policies outlined in the
CMS balance a vision for the future use of the
place as a working harbour and a recreational
precinct, the interpretation of the place for
visitors and the long-term conservation of the
surviving significant fabric and landscape. The
site has been assessed as having at least state
significance as a cultural landscape.
The harbour is of particular importance for
its historical, aesthetic and technical values
as well being a well-patronised and esteemed
local landmark. The continued ongoing use
of the area by the maritime industry and for
recreation by visitors and local people is one of
the long-term conservation aims.

ISNCO’S STEAMERS
CEASED CALLING.

REMAINING COAL STAITHES
and rail line removed.

1939

1948

NSW DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY

SLIPWAY WORKSHOP
on central pier.

by 1950

| WOLLONGONG HARBOUR MASTER PLAN BACKGROUND REPORT

TOILET ON BRIGHTON LAWN
& concrete paths built.

1951–61
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3.2.3 Guidelines for Limited Development of Wollongong Harbour
NSW Land and Property Management Authority, January 2011

The attached diagram identifies the locations of sites A, B, C, D and E.

The guidelines were developed
in conjunction with the
Conservation Management
Strategy (CMS) to allow limited
development of Wollongong
Harbour to increase the
tourism and recreational
potential of the site and
provide interpretation of the
wealth of history associated
with the site.

The Land and Property Management
Authority (LPMA) is proposing limited
development of Wollongong Harbour
to increase the tourism and recreational
potential of the site and provide
interpretation of the wealth of history
associated with the site.
The CMS was intended to be read
in conjunction with these limited
development guidelines, particularly
regarding future development and use
details and the section on Analysis of
Past Building Forms. Following a year of
detailed discussions with the Heritage
Council and heritage experts, the options
included in the exhibited version of these
guidelines have now been narrowed down
to a single set of guidelines for each site.
Sites A, B, C, D and E now have a clear
set of design guidelines compatible with
the CMS and in the spirit of the Heritage
Council’s resolution about sympathetic
development.

DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS
A. DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS FOR SITE A
Site A is the area around the existing Co‐op building including the carpark to the west.
CONTROL OF PILOT STATION
transferred to Port Kembla.
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1955

A.01 The existing Co‐op
should be modified to reduce its intrusive nature at an BOAT
appropriate
APEX &building
LIONS CLUB
RAMP AT OLD
works on Brighton
PIER BUILT.
mayundertook
meanLawn
reducing
the
height
and
bulk
of
the
building,
improving
public
access
around
Reserve.
the building from the waterfront and looking at colour schemes and external detailing. These are
matters between the tenant and LPMA.

WOLLONGONG SLIPWAY
& winchhouse extended.
time. This

1960

1962
A.02 A new building could be constructed to the west of the Co‐op in the existing
car park.
A.03 The building should be sited to enable a single width road to be located on the southern side of
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3.2.4 A City For People—Wollongong Public Spaces Public Life

Gehl Architects and Wollongong City Council in collaboration with McGregor Coxall, 2016

In 2007, Wollongong City
Council endorsed the City
Centre Revitalisation Strategy,
a group of documents setting
the strategic framework for the
city centre. The documents set
a 25-year strategic framework
for the city centre aimed to
attract 6,000 new residents
and 10,000 new jobs.
In 2014 council partnered with Gehl
Architects to undertake a Public Spaces
Public Life (PSPL) study. The PSPL study
investigated the city centre in detail,
revealing its vulnerabilities in order to set
the direction to deliver a city centre the
community can aspire to enjoy.
The data collected forms a baseline from
which to measure change over time and
report on progress.
The main focus was on the city centre, but
recognised the importance of the foreshore
and harbour to the city as a place of
recreation and tourism. The strategy
supports connection to the foreshore from
the city but stops short of identifying how
or where these connections should be.

The report developed 12 vision statements
for the city. The following statements are
relevant to the development of a master
plan for the harbour:
•

Offering a seamless journey between
the city and the sand, the coastal
setting underpins city experience and
attracts a diverse range of people. The
foreshore is exciting and there are a
range of things to do, see and enjoy.

•

The nostalgia of our past shapes
the city identity and tells a story of
our rich Indigenous, European and
industrial history. Heritage is revealed
in city buildings and the spaces that
exist in-between.

•

The city centre delivers a network of
intuitively connected paths and open
spaces. Unique in character and role,
the spaces are well designed offering
flexibility in the way they support city
life.

•

Streets prioritise walking and cycling,
enticing people to weave through the
city and discover its offerings. Streets
are comfortable, enjoyable and safe
places. Inviting people of all ages
and abilities to meet and socialise,
attracting city life day and night.

BELMORE BASIN
LIONS PARK
opened by Jorge Bird.

1966

•

Vehicle movements and car parking
support city centre functions while
prioritising pedestrian comfort. There
is a sense of pedestrian priority on city
streets with through traffic redirected
and cars encouraged to slow down.

NORTH BREAKWATER
BUILT
enclosing north side of harbour.

1967–68

BEACON INSTALLED
on eastern breakwater
extension.

1973
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3.2.5 NSW Regional Ports Strategy—
Stakeholder Engagement Report

3.2.6 Wollongong Harbour Remediation Project—
Review of Environmental Factors

Nation Partners/Cardno

As part of the consultation,
Wollongong City Council
presented the view that any
proposed master plan should
focus on opportunities for
development that restores
and enhances the heritage
value of the harbour and is
geared towards recreation
and tourism, and appropriate
elements of a working port.
The notes below provide a summary of
the key issues and opportunities that
were identified by Cardno, and discuss
the stakeholder perspectives that were
generated throughout the stakeholder
engagement program.

NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water, April 2017

The preferred site strategy is to
significantly invest in the following
priorities:
• refurbishment and raising of the
breakwater
• installation of toilets, fuel services and
clean water
• upgrade of the public wharf
• upgrade of the slipway
• improved parking, bike facilities and
signage
• development of new marina behind the
northern breakwater
• manage siltation and safe access issues
• promote and enhance heritage values.

The major conclusions produced in this
report included:
• the potential for significant investment
in a new marina, as well as upgrades
to fuel infrastructure, pump-outs, the
public wharf, breakwater refurbishment
and new public toilets. The stakeholder
engagement program confirmed
the need for these infrastructure
improvements including the potential for
a new marina
• that the opportunities are likely to be of
state significance.

BREAKWATER LIGHTHOUSE
CEASED OPERATION.
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1974

This report was prepared in
response to issues that may
arise out of any proposed
remediation works. The
history of the site suggests
boat maintenance activities
(repairs, painting and cleaning)
and boat refuelling (including
storage and dispensing of fuels
and waste oils) are likely to
have contaminated the site.

considered to be minor and temporary. A
heritage and archaeological assessment
found the proposal would be unlikely to
significantly affect the harbour precinct.
Mitigation measures are proposed to
ensure no significant impact on extant
heritage items or archaeological relics.

Previously, there were underground
petroleum storage tanks, buried fuel lines
and bowsers onsite. The tank infrastructure
was removed in 2014. A PVC sump well
remains in the former tank excavation.
The slipway workshop has been recently
demolished. The NSW Department of
Industry is rehabilitating the site to enable
it to be returned to commercial use.
The review found that remediation works
would potentially cause short-term impacts
such as increased noise and traffic and
a reduction in community amenity for
the residents and users of Wollongong
Harbour. However, these impacts are

MASTER PLAN FOR
WOLLONGONG HARBOUR
prepared.

1981

FLAGSTAFF HILL
RESTORED.

1982–88

PUBLIC WORKS
Redevelopment P

1984

NSW DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY

FISHERMEN’S CO-OP &
SEAFOOD SHOP
demolished.

S
Plan.

1985

FISHERMEN’S CO-OP
reconstructed.

1987
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RESTAURANT,
TOILET & KIOSK
replace earlier buildings.

Post 1990
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4.0

Urban design
analysis
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4.1 Paths, nodes and edges
The following analysis looks at
the harbour and its linkages
to surrounding areas and
activities in order to better
understand how the harbour as
a ‘place’ fits within its context.
The harbour sits below a prominent local
headland called Flagstaff Hill. This hill has
almost 360 degree views and it is not
surprising the area was chosen for a series
of gun emplacements to protect the port
and the city.
The harbour currently forms part of a string
of local activity nodes along this section of
the foreshore that includes the Continental
Baths, Brighton Beach and Brighton Lawn
Reserve, kiosks, cafés, restaurants and a
range of popular swimming spots. This
string of activity nodes is connected by
a strongly defined coastal path along
Cliff Road, which links these nodes and
forms an edge to adjoining residential
development. The width of Cliff Road
and associated parks and open spaces
provide a generosity to this edge in terms
of space, easing the transition from urban
development to foreshore.

MV BASS
pulled from its mooring
during storm.

2003

There are no clear routes to get to the
harbour and foreshore from the city and
other areas, and wayfinding for the casual
visitor can be difficult. While Cliff Road
provides a clear path along the coast, the
connection between the harbour and the
town centre is not obvious. The harbour
adjoins the city centre but is somewhat
separated and disconnected from it.
Crown Street, which forms a strong
east-west main street in the town centre,
connects directly to City Beach but not
with the harbour. The harbour is a brief
15-minute walk from the city centre,
however there is no well-defined path.
Squires Way, George Hanley Drive, Kembla
Street and Bourke Street form the major
entry paths into the city from the north
and the east. These routes connect directly
to the city centre and to the harbour
and foreshore areas, but aren’t easily
identified as gateways to these precincts.
Underpinning them with public realm
treatments and signage would assist casual
visitors with wayfinding.

BLUE MILE MASTER PLAN
DEVELOPED.

2007

The coastal edge formed by Cliff Road is
a strong, unifying and high-amenity path
that enjoys outstanding coastal vistas.
Turning the road into a boulevard forming
a low-speed, mixed pedestrian and vehicle
movement corridor would reinforce this
strong edge. The continuation of some of
the public realm elements, such as footpath
pavement detail, street trees, signage and
furniture along Harbour Street, could help
create the missing link between the city
and the harbour and include upgrades to
Market Square.
Cliff Road also provides access to a range
of public parks that line the foreshore.
Those on the beach side of Cliff Road tend
to be well programmed and detailed. Those
on the west side tend to be underutilised,
lacking a logical rationale for their use or
programming.
Again the unifying element of Cliff Road
could be used to re-examine these
spaces and consider their purpose and
programming in light of the activities along
this edge.

FORESHORE UPGRADE
of seawall, pathways, cycleways,
lighting.

2008

Primarily, they should allow access to the
foreshore, but also allow for a range of
alternative activities not offered at other
points along the foreshore and catering
for a range of groups. A detailed analysis
of the use of these spaces is beyond the
scope of this master plan and should be
the focus of separate commission.
The harbour itself is framed by Flagstaff
Hill, the yacht club and fishermen’s cooperative buildings, Brighton Beach and
the seawalls. These elements provide a
good sense of enclosure to this space. It
feels like one space despite the underlying
zoning.
However, the space is let down by poor
standards of finishes on surface treatments,
a lack of definition of the pedestrian realm,
poorly conceived building elements such
as the yacht club kiosk and the electricity
transformer, inconsistency in historical
reference signage and simplistic tourist and
wayfinding signage. Again, a simple palette
of materials and finishes derived from
other parts of the harbour will help unify
the space.

WOLLONGONG HARBOUR
PRECINCT
on Heritage Register.

2010
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LEGEND
Weakness

22

Strength

Opportunity

Constraint

1

Key vehicular entry to city—little or no gateway
statement

2

Important waterfront esplanade—should be low-speed,
high-amenity connection. Activate pedestrian/bike
zones, improved street tree planting, mixed use with
medium-density residential

3

Excellent walkable waterfront

4

Public Baths—one of the key nodes underpinning
water front activity and bookends the harbour

5

Harbour—has considerable potential but its confused
role limits its potential as a key activity node

6

Outstanding long views

7

Key activity points along waterfront—generate
movement and activity

8

Poor sense of connection to waterfront on Harbour
St—opportunity to strengthen the pedestrian/cycleway
connection to harbour via green space links and more
legible pedestrian linkages

9

The city grid—provides good route choice for
movement in the CBD

10

Under utilised parks—could play a role in linking the
city to the harbour

T

Train Station

BOURK
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Figure 1. Context and connection
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5.0

Technical
assessments
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5.1 Commercial uses
HillPDA was engaged to
complete an economic
assessment for the
preparation of the
Wollongong Harbour
Master Plan to guide future
development within the
harbour. The study area
pertains to land zoned IN4—
Working Waterfront.
To support the development of a robust
and holistic master plan, HillPDA have
undertaken the following steps:
• compiled an overview of the location
and strategic context of Wollongong
Harbour
• undertaken a marine industry
economic overview and infrastructure
audit to inform the preparation of the
master plan and assist in guiding future
development and business confidence
within the harbour
• undertaken stakeholder engagement to
ascertain the demand for infrastructure
and services in the harbour precinct.

Place Design Group and HillPDA
understand the following:

Existing infrastructure
Along the southern coastline, between
Wollongong and Ulladulla, there is a lack
of marine infrastructure and storage
options including areas for boats to
refuel, sewage pump outs, fresh water
access, electricity recharge points,
repair services and emergency/courtesy
moorings. Currently, boats have to travel
extended distances for repair, storage
and other basic marine services.
The development of Shell Cove Marina,
located approximately 20 kilometres to
the south of Wollongong Harbour, will
help alleviate some of the latent demand
and lack of marine services. However, for
reasons of convenience and competition,
it is prudent to increase the number of
services within the locality.
The lack of on-water storage options
is also evident in only one wet berth or
mooring provided for every 554 residents
in the combined local government areas
(LGAs) of Wollongong, Shellharbour,
Kiama and Shoalhaven. Comparing this
to the one for every 52 residents within
the combined former Pittwater and
Warringah LGAs highlights the lack of onwater storage options in the Wollongong
coastal area.

The development of a marina with floating
or fixed berths in Wollongong Harbour is
highly unlikely to be viable, particularly in
the short-term. However, the number of onwater storage options could be increased
by extending the protective breakwater
walls, which would increase the size of the
harbour, provide space for more swing/foreand-aft moorings, and provide capacity for
a marina.

• redevelopment or relocation of the
seafood restaurant to better integrate
with the harbour
• incorporation of onsite marine services
such as boat brokers, shipwrights, shared
boating, detailing, mechanical and
electrical services, slipping, anti-fouling
and a maritime training centre
• additional café or restaurant
• recreational watercraft hire facilities.

The infrastructure audit identified several
elements that could be incorporated into
the master plan. These include:

Recommendations

• increased on-water storage through
extension of the protective breakwater
arm on the northern side
• expansion of hard stand or trailer storage
• inclusion of a fuel pump
• inclusion of a sewerage pump-out and
fresh water facilities
• provision of emergency and courtesy
mooring
• additional recreational watercraft storage
• potential incorporation of a boat exclusion
area
• inclusion of public shower and toilet
facilities.
The analysis also identified opportunities
to incorporate additional services and
functions, including:

The assessment recommended that the
master plan incorporate a combination of
both additional tourism and recreational
elements while preserving the opportunity
to re-establish the slipway and establish
boat maintenance facilities.
The recommended option includes:
• a small marina or retaining the existing
moorings, dependent on government
investment, to reconfigure northern
breakwater and excavate sea floor
• boat exclusions zone to be identified to
further enhance recreation opportunity
for swimmers and paddle boarders
• re-establishment of the slipway and
hard stand area for boat maintenance
operations and ancillary uses (allowing
approximately 150 square metres of hard
stand area around slipway)
• focusing new development on the

25
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5.2 Heritage
central pier including the establishment
of a mixed use building. Floor space
opportunity to be consistent with
guidelines for limited development
• seeking to incorporate (up to 1,350
square metres):
»» yacht club facilities including potential
for a function room
»» café, restaurant and kiosk
»» onsite marine services such as boat
brokers, shipwrights, shared boating,
detailing, mechanical and electrical
services, slipping, anti-fouling and a
maritime training centre

GML Heritage provided
heritage advice to Place
Design Group in relation to
Wollongong Harbour. The
GML Heritage report will
inform future mapping and the
draft master plan. The report
responds to a heritage audit
and the management principles
of the project proposal.
The following is an excerpt from the GML
Heritage Report.

»» public facilities including showers and
toilets

Heritage management principles

»» a public berth located off the central
pier that incorporates a fuel facility,
sewage pump out, electrical service
and fresh water.

The heritage management principles
below adopt the structure of the ‘vision’ of
the harbour’s Conservation Management
Statement (Policy Section 7.0, p 149) and
build on the constraints and opportunities
further in this report. These principles
are provided for use in the future master
planning design tasks.

The recommended option also suggests
that the:
• v-shaped site be used as a tourist and
historical interpretation centre. There
is also capacity for this building to
accommodate a charter fishing booking
office and recreational water craft hire
facility. A small kiosk could be included
in this site if not incorporated on central
pier
• current fishermen’s co-op building
remains as is.

26

The above elements maintain and support
the opportunity for an operational marine
industry, while responding to the growth of
the tourism and food industry.

Continuing cultural landscape
• Traditional activities of the harbour
represented in the cultural landscape
and by use should continue.
• Evolution of the harbour is supported,
but not to the detriment of significant
past phases of development.

• New design elements at the harbour
should be compatible with the maritime/
industrial character of the harbour.
• Significant views to and from the
harbour should be maintained.
• New landscape planting should be based
on traditional planting patterns and
species.
Working harbour
• Significant existing uses should be
enabled to continue.
• New uses, and non-working harbour
uses, can be developed where they are
compatible with the working harbour
and its associated heritage values.
• The heritage significance of the
harbour, its significant components, and
surrounding historic precincts, is a key
factor in planning for and management
of existing and new leases.
• Adverse impacts to cultural significance
of the harbour should be avoided.
Recreational area for the local community
and visitors
• Community values should be recognised
in future use planning for the harbour.
• Changes of use at the harbour should
not result in compromise of heritage
places, items and their fabric.

NSW DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY

• Recreational amenities should be
designed and placed so as not to detract
from the visual character of the harbour.
• Cultural tourism should be encouraged
and enhanced through change/activities
that is based on significant patterns of
historic use.
Industrial heritage site with links to
Wollongong’s heritage
• New design elements at the harbour
should be compatible with the maritime/
industrial character of the harbour.
Scenic place with iconic structures
• The natural foreshore features should be
left undeveloped and publicly accessible.
• The open character of the harbour of the
south headland should be retained.
• Views across the harbour should be
retained.
• Retain cultural plantings of Norfolk Island
pines on Brighton Lawn Reserve.
Education and heritage
• Interpretation of the harbour should
be based on an Interpretation Plan, ie
considered holistically, as well as historic
themes developed for the harbour, and
should not impact on the character of
the harbour.

• New development should be conceived
as an opportunity to improve the
heritage character of the harbour and
interpret its significance.
• New buildings/structures should
contribute to the interpretation of the
harbour.
• Ongoing conservation works to
significant structures, such as repair of
the sea walls, is important to ongoing
interpretation of the harbour.
Heritage significance to guide planning
and management
• The heritage significance of the
Wollongong Harbour, its significant
components, and surrounding historic
precincts, should guide planning and
management at the harbour.
• New buildings/structures should be
compatible with the heritage values of
the harbour. Considerations include:
»» Uses of new building should be
compatible with the harbour, as
identified in the CMS.
»» New buildings/structures should be of
good design, interpret traditional form
and type, but avoid mock heritage
detail, and be apparent as new
features, in line with the Burra Charter.

| WOLLONGONG HARBOUR MASTER PLAN BACKGROUND REPORT

»» Extant heritage items of exceptional,
high and moderate significance should
be retained and conserved—change
should not damage significance, and
should be minimal, distinguishable from
the original and be reversible, in line
with the Burra Charter.

Community consultation
• Community consultation is important to
engage local community groups, including
the Aboriginal community, in regard to the
preparation of the master plan.

»» Extant places of little heritage
significance, or neutral value, can be
retained, modified or removed, where
this improves the heritage character of
the harbour.
»» Visually intrusive items should be
removed or improved to relate better to
the heritage character of the harbour.
»» The significance of some archaeological
items may limit future development
(i.e. high and moderate archaeological
sensitivity as noted).
»» Historical archaeological remains
assessed as being of state significance
may have to be retained in situ.
»» Historic archaeological sites may
provide inspiration for new interpretive
design features.
• New uses should be related to the
maritime setting and not adversely impact
on the identified heritage values of the
harbour.
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Heritage significance study
HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
Exceptional
Retain and conserve—little
tolerance for change
High
Retain and conserve—some
adaptation may be acceptable
Moderate
Retain and conserve—greater
tolerance for change/adaptation
Little
Retain, modify or remove—removal
requires no adverse impact on
significant fabric
Neutral
Retain, modify or remove—removal
requires no adverse impact
on significant fabric (includes
reconstructed fabric)
Intrusive
Retain, modify or remove—ensure
no adverse impact on significant
fabric
Study area boundary (Crown
reserve 180069 within DP63814)

LEGEND
1. BELMORE BASIN AND
SEAWALLS

3. EASTERN BREAKWATER
EXTENSION/SPUR

5. FLAGSTAFF HILL

1a

Belmore Basin and seawalls (1861–68)

3a

Belmore Basin and
seawalls (1861–68)

5a

Coke ovens (1875)

1b

Retaining walls, stairs
and staithe remains
(1861–68)

3b

Seawall (1880–81)

5b

Ramp access road
and wall (1984)

3c

Root of WHT eastern
breakwater (1891–93)

5c

Masonry wall (1880)

3d

Eastern breakwater spur
(1891–95)

2. CENTRAL PIER/OLD PIER

2a

Central pier/old pier
(1845–1872)

2b

Old pier head, steps
(1837–44) & pilot’s slipway
(1861–68)

2c

Slipway and winchhouse
(1960)

2d

Old pier head extension
(1861–68)

2e

Boat ramp (by 1962)

2f

Electricity sub-station
(1984)

2g

Crane pedestal (1880–81)

6. BRIGHTON LAWN
AND BEACH

4. SOUTHERN PIER/QUAY

6a

Restaurant, kiosk, toilet,
Brighton Lawn Reserve (1990)

4a

Quay wall (part of)
(1837–44)

6b

Foreshore upgrade (1885)

4b

Parking area (1974)

4c

Fishermen’s co-op building (1987)

4d

Public timber jetty (1987)

7. CONTINENTAL BATHS
AND ROCK POOLS

7

8. TRAMWAY ALIGNMENT

8

Tramway alignment (1862)

9. NORTHERN BREAKWATER

9
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Continental Baths

Northern breakwater
(1967–68)

8

7

9
3d

3a

2g

2d

2c

2e

3b

2f
3c

2a

1a

2b

6b

4d

6a

5b

5a

1b
5c

4a
4c
4b
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6.0

Strategic
responses
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6.1 Consolidated constraints
The site contains a number of
robust elements that give a
strong local character. From
its visually contained setting,
historical elements and visually
prominent landmarks, the site
has good bones on which
to develop a strong design
response.
Constraints
The map opposite provides a summary of
the major constraints on the harbour. This
list is not exhaustive but does provide a
reasonable summary of the major issues
confronting the harbour.

LEGEND
1

Historic tramway

2

The existing historic
public baths are a
significant community
asset and need to be
retained

3

Rock outcrops reduce
the usable marina and
beach areas, and are
expensive to remove

4

There are no refuelling
or maintenance facilities,
showers or toilets
available at the harbour

5

The seawall restricts the
amount of mooring sites

6

The heritage lighthouse
(1870–71) was one
of two cast iron
boilerplate lighthouse
constructions, and
will be retained for its
historic significance

7

32

Heritage stone pedestal
that supported steamdriven crane to be
retained

8

9
10

Existing historic slipway
to be retained and
reinstated as working
slipway for the next 5–10
years. Use of slipway
in this location has
heritage significance,
but not the present
structure
Sandstone masonrybuilt seawall
The existing marine
industry area is reflected
in the IN4 Working
Waterfront zoning of
the site. The slipway
needs significant
upgrades along with
other associated
facilities, such as the
contaminated zone,
to ensure its proper
functionality

11

Recreational user
groups at this beach
conflict with marine
industry operations

12

Current yacht club
building and kiosk

13

The historic Belmore
Basin is a working
harbour. Increasing
recreational use of the
space can create conflict
between commercial
and recreational vessels

14

This vacant site is
currently underutilised,
and no heritage
significance exists

15

Extent of convict built
seawall

16

Heritage wall has been
upgraded with areas
of formalised stone
including pockets of
concrete and bluestone
added later. Heritage
marine bollards are
embedded in the road
along the seawall.
Cutting impedes direct
pedestrian access down
to the harbour. Heritage
wall limits opportunity
for direct access options

17

Fishermen’s co-op
building

18

Historic Brighton lawn
and beach have now
been upgraded as part
of the Blue Mile strategy

19

The depth of the
harbour restricts access
for larger vessels

20

Heritage/conservation
zone
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2

5

6
3
9

7

8

10
12

14

4

15

13

19

11
20
16

17
18
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6.2 Opportunities
LEGEND
Three opportunity plans have
been generated that explore a
number of ideas for responding
to the constraints of the site.
These are simply provided
for initial discussion and are
intended to explore ideas and
potential responses. The options
are not complete alternatives,
but offer a range of responses
that may be combined in various
ways, both on site and over time
as the space evolves.

1

2

3
4

Option A
Option A explores a major intervention on the
northern breakwater wall, pushing the entire
wall out and looping it around the existing
entry to protect the harbour from ocean
swells. A larger marina is accommodated
within the northern breakwater wall.
In this option the slipway is retained in the
medium-term only, with this area eventually
fully enclosed with a combined boardwalk
and marina facility. This new facility provides
additional berth space for larger vessels. The
new boardwalk extends from the end of the
central pier to the steam crane pedestal over
to the old lighthouse.

34

5

6

7

Reconfigure and extend
northern breakwater
wall in increase safe
area for potential marina
births.
Potential for floating
café and marina
mooring facilities .
Increased mooring
revenue and improved
activation of the
harbour.

8

9

Improved connection
to marina via upgraded
tramway walk
Possible partial
excavation of existing
bedrock to improve
accessibility and allow
larger vessels to berth at
the marina
Upgrade and improve
lighthouse walk and
connection to beach
with sandstone block
terraces
Clean up beach of
all ballast to improve
quality of beach and
provide small craft and
recreational groups
access to water
Upgrade slipway
facilities to bring back
to working condition
with intention to service
harbour boats for 5–10
years

10

11

Possible elevated
boardwalk and safe
swimming enclosure
to beach when slipway
is decommissioned.
Improved access and
view of crane pedestal
Extended decking to
connect boardwalk
and preserve convictbuilt harbour wall.
Possible temporary
visitor mooring. Possible
location for new kiosk
and shower facilities.
Remediate pilots
slipway
Potential location for
marine industry building
for slipway or fish
market/cafés/shower/
toilet facilities. Green
edge to beach for al
fresco dining area
Possible exclusion
zone for cars to allow
clear access to trawlers
and some pedestrian
movement

12

Rationalise parking on
pier deck

13

Option to extend licence
trawler births for next
25 years

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Low-level boardwalk
to provide safe access
charter boats. Maintain
charter boat moorings
off boardwalk
Create shared roadway
with pedestrian priority.
Create promenade
walk connecting the
Blue Mile public space
interventions
Possible reinterpretation
of the coal staithes with
lightweight viewing
decks and heritage trail
Possible location for
commercial building
within cutting. Potential
tourist information/
visitors centre. Potential
for restaurant on second
floor with option for
green roof
New fishermen’s co-op
building with leasing
opportunities for charter
boats, cafés, restaurant
and function centre.
Building connected to
upper level footpath and
parking
Rationalise lower-level
car parking. Provide
additional public space
to promenade
Upgrade of park with
possible car park behind
cutting. Car park access
is one way to reduce
size
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Option B
Option B contemplates a small breakwater
wall across the harbour mouth to protect
the harbour from ocean swells. The slipway
is retained as a permanent element of the
harbour with a café and toilet and shower
facilities located on the pier.
A smaller boardwalk and marina extends
from the end of the central pier to the
steam crane base and back to the beach
area adjoining the slipway to enclose a
small swimming area.
Fuel facilities are located at the end of the
pier to service commercial and recreational
vessels.
A lower-level boardwalk is provided
around the southern edge of the Belmore
Basin to provide access to charter vessels
and protect heritage elements along this
edge of the basin.

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

36

New external
breakwater wall to
protect the marina
and Brighton Beach
from northern storm
surges while allowing
predominant southeasterly swells to pass
through
Potential for floating
café and marina
mooring facilities.
Increased mooring
revenue and improved
activation of the
harbour

8

9

Improved connection
to marina via upgraded
tramway walk
Possible partial
excavation of existing
bedrock to improve
accessibility and allow
larger vessels to berth at
the marina
Upgrade and improve
lighthouse walk and
connection to beach
with sandstone block
terraces
Clean up beach of
all ballast to improve
quality of beach and
provide small craft and
recreational groups
access to water
Upgrade slipway
facilities to restore them
to working condition
with intention to service
harbour boats for 5–10
years

10

11

12
13

Possible elevated
boardwalk and safe
swimming enclosure to
beach when slipway is
functioning. Improved
access and view of
crane pedestal
Extended decking to
connect boardwalk
and preserve convictbuilt harbour wall.
Possible temporary
visitor mooring. Possible
location for new kiosk
and shower facilities.
Reinstate pilot’s slipway
with floating pontoon
for kayak and stand-up
paddleboard access to
water

14

15

16

17

18

Rationalise parking on
pier deck
Possible exclusion
zone for cars to allow
clear access to trawlers
and free pedestrian
movement

Create shared roadway
with pedestrian priority.
Create promenade
walk connecting the
Blue Mile public space
interventions
1

Potential location for
cafés/al fresco dining/
shower/toilet facilities.
Green edge to beach
Possible licenced
storage facility building
for kayaks, jetskis,
stand-up paddleboards
and and housing the
fishermen’s co-op

Low-level boardwalk to
provide safe access to
charter boats. Maintain
charter boat moorings
off boardwalk

19

20

Possible reinterpretation
of the coal staithes with
lightweight viewing
decks and a heritage
trail
Possible location for
commercial building
within cutting. Potential
tourist information/
visitor’s centre. Potential
for restaurant on second
floor with option for
green roof
New fishermen’s co-op
building with leasing
opportunities for charter
boats, cafés, restaurant
and a function centre.
Building connected to
upper-level footpath
and parking
Rationalise lower-level
car parking. Provide
additional public space
to promenade
Upgrade of park with
possible car park behind
cutting. Car park access
is one way to reduce
size
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Option C
Option C locates a marina inside the
existing northern breakwater wall. A new
building is located adjoining the Continental
Baths to service the new marina.
An aquatic play park is located just off
Brighton Beach.

1

2

A new fishermen’s co-op/fish market is
located on the pier adjoining the slipway.
The slipway is retained as a working facility.
A new café/restaurant is built into Flagstaff
Hill. The facility capitalises on the hill’s
views and aspect to create a destination
experience.

3

4

5

6

7

38

New external breakwater
wall to protect the marina
and Brighton Beach from
north-eastern storm
surges and to serve as
the location for new
navigation beacon
Potential for floating
marina access and
mooring facilities.
Increased mooring
revenue and improved
activation of the harbour
Possible location for a
private marina services
building. Improved
pedestrian connection via
upgraded tramway walk
Possible partial excavation
of existing bedrock to
improve accessibility and
allow larger vessels to
berth at the marina
Upgrade and improve
lighthouse walk and
connection to beach
with sandstone block
terraces. Possible upgrade
to breakwater pavement
using flag stone
Clean up beach of
all ballast to improve
quality of beach and
provide small craft and
recreational groups access
to water
Upgrade slipway facilities
to restore them to
working condition with
intention to service
harbour boats for
5–10 years. Possible
development site after
relocation of the slipway
to Port Kembla

8

9

10

11

12

13
14

Possible locations for
boat refuelling wharf
positioned just off the
heritage wall as separate
structure
Extended decking to
connect boardwalk and
preserve convict-built
harbour wall. Possible
temporary visitor
mooring. Possible location
for new kiosk and shower
facilities. Reinstate pilot’s
slipway with floating
pontoon for kayak and
stand-up paddleboard
access to water

15

16

17

18

19

Possible exclusion zone
for cars to allow clear
access to trawlers and
free pedestrian movement

20

Possible location for
aquatic play facility
Low-level boardwalk to
provide safe access to
charter boats. Possible
location for ferry wharf
for Wollongong to Port
Kembla ferry/water taxi
service

Possible reinterpretation
of the coal staithes with
lightweight viewing decks
and a heritage trail
1

Potential location for
fishermen’s co-op and fish
market building that will
also house cafés, al fresco
dining, and shower and
toilet facilities. There will
be a green edge to the
beach and old pier head

Rationalise parking to
central pier deck and
create shared roadway
with pedestrian priority.
Create a central pier walk
connecting Blue Mile
public access from the
harbour to Flagstaff Hill

Create shared roadway
with pedestrian priority.
Create a promenade walk
connecting the Blue Mile
public space interventions

21

Possible Belmore Basin
boat owners’/charter
boat facility. Potential for
restaurant on second floor
with option for rooftop
garden
New building with leasing
opportunities for charter
boats, cafés, restaurant
and a function centre.
Building connected to
upper-level footpath and
parking
Rationalise lower-level
car parking. Provide
additional public space to
promenade
Upgrade of park with
possible precinct entry
statement/public art or
sculpted amphitheatre
Potential tourist/visitor/
local heritage information
centre cut into the natural
slope. General public
access to rooftop garden
or lawn with viewing area
on top of building nestled
into slope
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For further background on this master plan, the following
reports are available from the NSW Department of
Industry:

industry.nsw.gov.au

•

Wollongong Harbour—Heritage report for master
plan, prepared by GML Heritage

•

Wollongong Harbour Master Plan—economic
appreciation, prepared by HillPDA Consulting.

